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Continental earthquakes are distributed, but not uniformly



Precambrian ‘shields’

Precambrian shield systems contain some very old (>3Ga) rocks

What controls the contrasts between

ocean and continent
old continent and young continent



Earthquakes: seismogenic thickness, Ts

Mantle is seismogenic if T < 600oC
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California
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Wald et al 1991, BSSA

Usually:

Earthquakes rare restricted to the top 
half of the continental crust 
(typically  <10-20 km depth)

This defines the seismogenic layer, 
and its thickness Ts

Rupture in big earthquakes usually 
nucleates near the bottom of the 
seismogenic layer

1980 El Asnam, Algeria   Mw 6.9





El Asnam aftershocks

fault depth

centroid

cross section

El Asnam aftershocks



Earthquake depth distributions

Moho

Temperature at the base of the seismogenic layer in most places is ~350oC



2001 Bhuj, Gujurat Mw 7.6

Aftershocks throughout the crust (40 km)

Hypocentre (nucleation) at the bottom 
of the rupture plane

Copley et all, JGR, 2011

aftershocks

Earthquake depth distributions

Moho
Earthquakes either in upper crust or in whole crust

…but not significantly in continental mantle

Maggi et al 2000

?

(looks like a single layer, not laminated)



elastic thickness, Te

supporting loads by flexure

beam

gravity

beam



beam

gravity

gravity

beam
-ve

+ve

use this wavelength and amplitude
in the gravity to estimate 

elastic thickness, Te

Topography

Gravity
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INDIA: earthquakes 
throughout the crust
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IRAN-TURKMENISTAN: 
earthquakes in the upper 
crust only

GRAVITY: 
comparison at the same scale



GRAVITY: 
comparison at the same scale

models

Kopeh Dag:  Te ~10 km   Ts 20 km
India:            Te 30 km  Ts 40 km

data

Earthquake depth distributions

Moho
Earthquakes either in upper crust or in whole crust

…but not significantly in continental mantle

Maggi et al 2000

?



23,5.4
depth, Mw

India bends like a single layer

Earthquake depth distributions

Moho
Earthquakes either in upper crust or in whole crust

…but not significantly in continental mantle
Maggi et al 2000Why is the lower crust seismogenic in shields?



D. McKenzie

constant heat production
(granulite)
constant conductivity

Tp =1315oC

conductivity= f(T)
no heat production

Thermal Boundary Layer

constant
heat flux
12.4 mw/m2

surface heat 
flux 51.2 mW/m2

Moho T = 491oC

STEADY-SATE
GEOTHERM

‘LITHOSPHERE’
thickness= 226 km

43 km

CRUST

Mechanical
Boundary Layer

ISENTROPIC INTERIOR

CANADIAN
SHIELD

...but no earthquakes here

D. McKenzie

CRUST:

ISENTROPIC INTERIOR: 
Tp = 1315oC

MBL:
constant
heat flux
9.8 mw/m2

surface heat 
flux 58.6 mW/m2

Moho T = >600 oC

‘LITHOSPHERE’
thickness= 242 km

50 km

SIBERIAN
SHIELD earthquakes

Moho

Lower crust is hotter 
than 350oC but still has 
earthquakes



After Mackwell et al 1998

Dry rocks are much stronger than wet ones

Depth to base of
lithosphere (km)

17,000 paths

Priestley & McKenzie 2006

North America

Very large lithosphere 
(plate) thickness 
variations on the 
continents



Holmes (1965)

Priestley & McKenzie 2006

North America

Depth to base of
lithosphere (km)

Very large lithosphere 
(plate) thickness 
variations on the 
continents

Holmes (1965)

Priestley & McKenzie 2006

North America

Depth to base of
lithosphere (km)

Very large lithosphere 
(plate) thickness 
variations on the 
continents



Priestley & McKenzie 2006

Very large lithosphere 
(plate) thickness 
variations on the 
continents

Priestley & McKenzie 2006

Very large lithosphere 
(plate) thickness 
variations on the 
continents

Precambrian rocks at 
the surface



Priestley & McKenzie 2006

Very large lithosphere 
(plate) thickness 
variations on the 
continents

Precambrian rocks at 
the surface

Centroid depths

<9 km

10-19 km

20-29 km

>30 km

Lithosphere thickness (km)

Geology

East Africa
Craig et al, GJI, 2011

Late Precambrian or younger

Early Proterozoic

Archean



Central Asia

Sloan et al, GJI, 2011

Where might you see earthquakes in the continental mantle?
... where it is colder than 600oC
likely where (a) crust is thin and Precambrian 

(low heat production)
(b) lithosphere is thick  (low temperature

gradient

INDIA



Moho ~500oC

600oC

57

Priestley et al 2008 Monsalve et al 2006

lower crustal earthquakes

Earthquakes in the mantle where <6000oC,
but also in the lower crust

Sloan et al, JGR 2012

Arafura Sea

Centroid at ~60 km

Thin crust (~30 km)

Thick lithosphere (~150km)



Deep (mantle?) earthquakes in Tibet

Moho

IZS

limit of SKS splitting

earthquakes in 
Indian lower 
crust



psuedotachylite

omphacite 
+ kyanite

garnet

650-700oC; >1.5 GPa (>50 km); ~420 Ma

H. Austrheim

Paleozoic of NORWAY:
eclogite psuedotachylites in DRY granulite host rocks

Granulite is stable beyond its 
normal limits (‘metastable’) if
it is DRY



Pseudotachylite fracture

Eclogite shear zones

Eclogitized shear zones



eclogite

granulite

eclogite

granulitegranulite

granulitegranulite



eclogite

granulitegranulite
granulitegranulite

granulitegranulite

eclogite

H. Austrheim

mechanical 
contrast



granulitegranulite

eclogite

granulitegranulite

eclogiteeclogite

granulite to eclogite 
transformation is 
water-limited



normal

Moho

IZS

limit of SKS splitting

earthquakes in 
Indian lower 
crust



Earthquake depth distributions

Moho

The mantle is seismogenic if colder than 600oC

The lower continental crust can be seismogenic 
up to 600oC ….. usually in dry granulite 
conditions associated with shields

Usually only the upper continental crust is 
seismogenic (up to about 350oC)

A correlation between seismogenic thickness 
and elastic strength


